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Abstract

The debate between theological realists and non-realists has so far resisted

resolution. In this thesis I apply the insights of current best theory in

evolutionary psychology to the problem of deciding between theological realism,

which holds that religious beliefs are about some aspect of mind-independent

reality, and theological non-realism, which holds that religious beliefs are mind-

dependent only. The most well-known exponent of theological non-realism is

Don Cupitt who bases his approach to the problem on a combination of

biological naturalism and culturalism. In the first part of this thesis I show that

biological naturalism and culturalism are incompatible and that culturalism

should be rejected in favour of biological naturalism. Cupitt's biological

naturalism is the forerunner of an evolutionary psychological approach to

religious beliefs that holds great promise for determining their correct

interpretation. [n the second part of this thesis t critically examine the

foundations of evolutionary psychology and its subsequent development into an

approach to religious belief in particular.

Cunent evolutionary theories of culture, including religious belief, use Meme

theory, which seems, on the face of it, to be a theory analogous to that of natural

selection. I show that the memetic approach to religious belief is mistaken but

that there is a sound altemative in the work of Pascal Boyer. Boyer draws on

evolutionary psychology, anthropology and cognitive science to develop an

account of the origin in the mind of religious beliefs and their spread through

the population.

My evolutionary argument is that religious beliefs are the result of the cunent

but not proper function of cognitive modules. Only if beliefs are the result of the



proper function of cognitive rnodules are we justified in holding them to be

about sorfl€ aspeet of'mind-indcpeutlent'neality. Theolo,gical realism ts blocked

because all versjons of re.alism in fte literaljure defnd to Solne degpe oa the

fapl of religious expelience, whieh ig aov.ered by the evolutionary argument.

Thenilogicalnom.teafista issupporled, inprinciple by the evolutionary aryltrltetlt

bgq in practiee, is not a gpnuine alternative to realism b,eqarrse refigious.beliefs

ffie auto,ma-Uqally gven a realist interpretanion tlut cornpefcs tvilh e-xplicit non-

realist interlretations,
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